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Make studying statistics simple with this easy-to-read resource Wouldn't it be wonderful if studying statistics
were easier? With U Can: Statistics I For Dummies, it is! This one-stop resource combines lessons, practical
examples, study questions, and online practice problems to provide you with the ultimate guide to help you
score higher in your statistics course. Foundational statistics skills are a must for students of many disciplines,
and leveraging study materials such as this one to supplement your statistics course can be a life-saver.
Because U Can: Statistics I For Dummies contains both the lessons you need to learn and the practice
problems you need to put the concepts into action, you'll breeze through your scheduled study time. Statistics
is all about collecting and interpreting data, and is applicable in a wide range of subject areas which translates
into its popularity among students studying in diverse programs. So, if you feel a bit unsure in class, rest
assured that there is an easy way to help you grasp the nuances of statistics!
* Understand statistical ideas, techniques, formulas, and calculations * Interpret and critique graphs and
charts, determine probability, and work with confidence intervals * Critique and analyze data from polls and
experiments * Combine learning and applying your new knowledge with practical examples, practice
problems, and expanded online resources U Can: Statistics I For Dummies contains everything you need to
score higher in your fundamental statistics course!
Hvis dette er første gang du besøker AVforum.
no kan du lese om tjenesten i FAQ-delen FAQ ved å klikke linken ovenfor. Du må registrere deg registrer før
du kan. Norges ledende nettavis med alltid oppdaterte nyheter innenfor innenriks, utenriks, sport og kultur

Bokhandel med fraktfri levering.
Stort utvalg av bøker innenfor sjangerne roman, krim/spenning og fantasy/science fiction.

